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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to examine Austrian foreign trade and estimate this
country’s export function. The analysis is based on the gravity model in trade in log-log
form, augmented by additional variables (adjacency, REER, institutional indices, etc.).
Our panel dataset consists of 3396 observations of Austrian exports to 211 countries
over the period of 1995-2011. First, we examine main export partners and SITC articles
and we come to a conclusion that Austria is heavily oriented to Germany and SITC 7
(machinery and transport equipment). We employ FE and RE as estimation techniques
and distinguish between them according to the Hausman test. We emphasise that panel
data structure does matter and estimate the gravity equation twice – once as 17 cross
sections and then as 211 time series. The most important determinants appear to be
domestic and partner’s GDP, bilateral distance, adjacency and a country being
landlocked. Subsequently, we give different techniques to deal with zero and missing
observations, and calculate relative trade potential realisation for year 2011. Most of the
top-ten export partners seem to be over their potential.
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Abstrakt
Cílem této práce je analyzovat zahraniční obchod Rakouska a odhadnout jeho vývozní
funkci. Toto je provedeno na základě gravitačního modelu obchodu v log-log formě,
rozšířeného o další proměnné (společná hranice, REER, institucionální indexy atd.).
Náš panel dat sestává z 3396 pozorování rakouských vývozů do 211 zemí během let
1995-2011. Nejprve se zabýváme hlavními vývozními partnery a SITC zbožím se
závěrem, že Rakousko je silně orientované na Německo a SITC 7 (stroje a dopravní
zařízení). Jako odhadové techniky jsme použili FE a RE a rozhodli jsme mezi nimi na
základě Hausmanova testu. V práci klademe důraz na různou strukturu dat, a proto
model odhadujeme dvakrát – jednou jako 17 průřezových jednotek, podruhé jako 211
časových řad. Jako nejvýznamnější činitelé se jeví HDP Rakouska a partnerské země,
vzájemná vzdálenost, společná hranice a vnitrozemskost. Dále uvádíme různé techniky
jak se vypořádat s nulovými a chybějícími pozorováními a výpočet relativního dosažení
potenciálu obchodu v roce 2011. Většina z deseti největších vývozních partnerů
Rakouska se jeví nad potenciálem.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Although Austria is small both geographically and in population, and like the other
small European states, it has had no great impact on international politics, it still
represents economic flexibility and market competition. Export and import accounted
together for more than 100% of Austria’s GDP in 2011. This indicates that foreign trade
plays an important role in the Austrian economy. The objective of this thesis is to
examine Austrian foreign trade, exports in particular. We try to discover the
determining factors of volume of Austrian exports and discuss them from both
theoretical and empirical point of view.
Such an analysis is done on the basis of the gravity model of international trade, which
is a popular framework lately, originally introduced in mid-1950s. Its initial idea is
based on Newton’s law of universal gravitation, where the extent of bilateral trade flow
is directly proportional to the size of economies (approximated by GDP) and indirectly
proportional to their bilateral distance. In addition, we enrich this basic model by other
possible determinants like contiguity, common language, barriers to trade, recession,
institutional quality indices, currency overvaluation, etc.
The model can be rewritten in a log-log form in order to obtain elasticities as the
estimated coefficients. We employ this form later on. However, such a logarithmic
transformation has two major problems. First, we cannot use this equation for any
logarithmised variables equal to zero, since the logarithm of zero is not
defined. Second, estimating the log-linearized equation by OLS might lead to a
substantial bias. The whole Chapter 1 deals in detail with explanation of gravity models
in trade. We describe their development, comment on advantages and potential
drawback, and refer the reader to several derivations based on various economic
theories.
In order to understand our results and to be able to interpret them correctly, we deal
with fixed effects (FE) and random effects (RE) estimation methods in Chapter 2. We
mention their theoretical foundation, crucial assumptions, usual usage and possible
pitfalls. Our panel dataset contains Austrian exports and imports to (from) 211 countries
all over the world over the period of 1995-2011. In Chapter 3, we scrutinise this data
thoroughly. We have a look at the balance of trade, imported and exported value
1
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relatively to GDP and analyse the pattern of Austrian exports in particular. Furthermore,
we investigate Austria’s main export partners and the most important export articles.
Later on, an econometric analysis of the dataset is performed. Data issues are discussed
in Chapter 4. Finally yet importantly, we emphasise that different panel data structure
matters. The coefficients have a different meaning, if we structure our dataset either as
17 cross sections, or as 211 time series. For instance, under the cross-sectional data
structure, an estimated coefficient at partner’s GDP of 0.96 means that if the partner B’s
GDP is higher by 0.96%, compared to another partner C, partner B imports from
Austria by 0.96% more, ceteris paribus. On the other hand, under the time-series data
structure, an estimated coefficient at partner’s GDP of 0.96 means that if the partner B’s
GDP is higher by 1%, compared to its last year’s GDP, this partner B imports from
Austria by 0.96% more than in previous year. Moreover, due to the fact that FE
estimator does not allow for constant variables over one country or year, respectively,
we have to omit for instance Austrian GDP or contiguity, since these do not change
over one cross section or one time series, respectively.
The last chapter is devoted to our estimation results. First, we test for any assumption
violation in order to present reliable results and valid statistical inference. Afterwards,
we present the results themselves. Under each data structure, we apply the Hausman test
and decide on a suitable estimator (RE in cross section and FE in time series part). Both
estimates are more or less in line and state that among the most important positive
determinants are GDPs and contiguity, whereas the most relevant negative factors seem
to be distance together with a country being landlocked and relative foreign currency
depreciation (REER).
Further, we discuss several techniques how deal with zero and missing observations and
we justify that simply to omit them seems to be the safest solution in our case. Finally,
we deal with estimation of Austria’s export potential in 2011 to its main export partners
and compare this potential to the real exported values in this year. Most of the top-ten
export-partner countries appear to be over their potential.
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1 GRAVITY MODELS IN TRADE
1.1 Main Concept
The main purpose of the gravity model concept is to explain the extent of bilateral trade
flows on the basis of the size of the countries and the bilateral distance between home
and partner country. This initial idea is based on Newton’s law of universal gravitation
from 1687 which states that every point mass attracts every other point mass with a
gravitational force

that is directly proportional to the product of their masses

and inversely proportional to the square of the distance

and

between them.1 This

relationship is expressed as:2

The mutual attractive force is in the gravity models in trade represented by trade flow
and the model suggests analogical relationship between this force, GDP that stands for
the size (mass) of both partner countries, and their distance. The trade appears to depend
positively on the GDPs of the trade partners and negatively on the shipping distance
separating them. The basic theoretical model of trade between two countries ( and )
takes the following form (Bergeijk and Brakman, 2010):

Where

is the bilateral trade between countries

product of countries
countries, and

and , respectively,

is a constant. The coefficients

and ,

is the gross domestic

is the distance between the trading
,

represent the elasticity – in other

words, how sensitive is the volume of bilateral trade flow to GDP of home country ( ),
to GDP of partner country ( ), or to their bilateral distance ( ).

1
2

Newton et al. (1999)
is the gravitational constant equal to 6.67384 x 10-11m3kg-1s-2 according to http://physics.nist.gov.
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This statement can be proven in accordance with the definition of elasticity in
microeconomics:3

For instance, the elasticity

means that if the GDP of country

increases by 1%, the bilateral trade increases ceteris paribus by

(home country)
%. For estimation

purposes, the traditional gravity model of international trade could be rewritten in the
form:

And this equation is usually used in a log-log form:4
(
Where

)

(

is a constant, i.e. an intercept,

)

,

(

and

)

are observed variables and

are coefficients (elasticities) to be estimated. In other words, these
coefficients determine to what extent the abovementioned factors influence the final
value of export or import respectively.
(

)

is a disturbance term for which we assume:
[

]

(

)

However, this logarithmic transformation has two major problems. First, we cannot use
this equation for variables equal to zero, since the logarithm of zero is not
defined. Second, estimating the log-linearized equation by OLS might lead to a
substantial bias, as argued by Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006). As an alternative, these
authors have suggested that the model should be estimated in its multiplicative form:

[

(

|

3

In general, x-elasticity of y is defined as:

4

Log stands for natural logarithm in the whole thesis.

|

)

|

(

|

|

)]

|.
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by Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood estimator. Nevertheless, Poisson pseudomaximum likelihood estimator is rather an advanced econometric tool. That is why we
have decided to estimate the original log-log equation by more common estimation
methods and we will try to deal with zero-observation and biased estimates in a
different way.

1.2 Historical Development
The beginnings of the gravity model are dated from mid-1950s, when Isard and Peck
(1954) and Isard (1954) elaborated the negative effects of distance, trade structure and
political as well as cultural disparities on the bilateral trade. The gravity model as an
equation first stated Tinbergen5 (1962). Tinbergen’s gravitation model was based on a
Newtonian approach to the explanation of bilateral trade flows.
Since the first introduction of gravity models, they have been performing very well in
empirical applications. However, there was a problem with a lack of theoretical
foundations of this concept for a long time. Some economists6 casted doubt on
theoretical basis of gravity models.
As a reaction to this problem of bridging economic theory with empirical results,
several papers that derive the gravity model concept by some well-known economic
theory were published. The first proper theoretical foundations of the model came with
Anderson in 1979, who justified the gravity equation by the theory of differentiated
goods. In his paper, Anderson provides first serious micro-foundations of the gravity
equation based on Armington preferences. Nevertheless, his study used the assumption
that each country specializes fully in production of one good, which is too strong and
simplifying to believe in.
In a later study (Anderson and Van Wincoop 2001), the authors avoid this weakness and
enhance a new micro-founded theory. In their common paper, the authors argue that
bilateral trade is determined by relative trade costs and for multilateral trade resistance
can be solved by using fixed effects for importers and exporters. These country-specific

5

Nobel Prize in Economics (1969)

6

Leamer and Levinsohn (1995), Rose (2000)
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resistance terms control for unobserved characteristics of a country’s propensity to
import or export if unbiased coefficients are to be obtained.
Bergstrand (1985, 1989) continued to develop theoretical derivation of gravity models
based on the monopolistic competition model. Helpman and Krugman (1985, 1990)
derived the gravity equation on the basis of increasing-returns-to-scale approach and
Deardorff (1998) proved its coherence with common trade theory and factorendowment approach based on the Heckscher-Ohlin model.
To quote some of the newest gravity trade theory supporters, let us mention a paper by
Helpman et al. (2008), in which the gravity equation is derived form a heterogenous
firms model of trade. In addition to that, the study explains a new way to deal with zero
trade observations, asymmetric trade flows, and extensive margin of trade. Cieslik
(2009) employed incomplete specialisation models and Novy (2010) a micro-founded
general equilibrium framework.
Are there some counterfactual theories or is it possible to achieve the equation by any
economic theory? As stated hereinbefore, the gravity equation can be proven by
Heckscher-Ohlin theory of relative factor-endowments. The theory says that countries
with a relative abundance of one factor are expected to produce goods that require a
relatively large amount of that abundant factor in their production.
Nevertheless, investigations into real world trading patterns have produced a number of
results that do not match the expectations of comparative advantage theories. In
particular, we mean the Leontief paradox based on the observation of factor abundances
and export in the USA. Of course, there are many theories and studies in order to prove
the incorrectness of Leontief’s statements (Hoffmeyer, 1958; Fama and Bliss, 1987),
but the point is, whether there is a chance the gravity equation to be misproven by some
non-exact theory.
Some more detailed description of gravity model’s history, development and
modifications is beyond the scope of this thesis. An overall overview of gravity model
theoretical derivations offers Dzurilla (2003). As noticed by Frankel (1998, p. 2) the
gravity equation has recently „gone from an embarrassment of poverty of theoretical
foundations to embarrassment of riches”.
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In the 1990s, popularity of gravity models in international trade rose. This
econometrical concept has become a very useful and a relatively reliable tool for
examination of the foreign trade determinants. Moreover, the gravity model could be
used to identify the magnitude of trade potential, estimate the impact of membership in
an organisation (GATT, WTO), currency unions, migration flows, foreign direct
investments, or natural disasters. We will employ the gravity model as a trade potential
estimator in section 5.5.

1.3 Augmentation
Since 1962, the gravity model has undergone a certain evolution. This means that
together with the “basic” variables mentioned above, other factors including common
language, adjacency, common colonial links, common currency, stage of integration
(customs union, free trade area, cooperation agreements, etc.), real effective exchange
rate, or institutional indices like government effectiveness, corruption index, education
index and fiscal, monetary, business or trade freedom indices are used.7 These are
included in order to represent a wide range of trade barriers or transaction costs. We will
include some extra variables in our model in Chapter 4 as well.

1.4 Zero and Missing Observations
Another challenge of this thesis is to deal with zero valued and missing observations
correctly. The core problem is that the logarithm of zero is not defined, hence the zero
(missing) values cannot be simply logarithmised.
In recent years, many studies8 were published, which compare different econometrics
methods as well as account for this zero-trade issue. However, their theoretical
conclusions, empirical results and recommendations differ significantly. Apart from the
option to omit the zero flows from the sample, various extensions of Tobit estimation,

7

E.g. in Linnemann’s (1966): “An Econometric Study of International Trade Flows” were included some
additional variables. Moreover, the author attempted to derive the theoretical background by Walrasian
general equilibrium theory.
8

Felbermayr and Kohler (2006), Linders and Groot (2006), Martínez-Zarzoso et al. (2007), Siliverstov
and Schumacher (2007), Helpman et al. (2008), Martin and Pham (2008), Burger et al. (2009),
Westerlund and Wilhelmsson (2006), etc.
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truncated regression, Probit regression, substitutions for zero flows, Nonlinear Least
Squares, or Feasible General Least Squares have been suggested.
Helpman et al. (2008) based their argumentation on a model with heterogeneity of firms
and they favour the Heckerman procedure. Martin and Pham (2008) prefer, on the
contrary, the Poisson maximum likelihood estimator. Nevertheless, the most common
procedures are either to drop zero observations from the sample, or substitute zeroes and
missing values by a small constant.
Even though the two latter methods are considered biased and inconsistent in theory,
Linders and Groot (2006) empirically verified their reliability. They compare methods
of dropping zeros, censored models at $1000, truncated models at $1000 and
substituting zeros by $1, with the first yielding the most satisfactory results. In our
empirical part in section 5.3, we also present and compare the results obtained when the
zero valued observation were simply omitted or when some small positive constant was
subtracted.

1.5 Inefficiency under Heteroscedasticity
As pointed out by Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006), in case our panel data suffer from
heteroscedasticity in error terms, our estimates of the log-linear gravity equation are
biased. Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006, p. 653) have remarked the essential point that:
"the log-linearization of the empirical model in the presence of heteroscedasticity leads
to inconsistent estimates because the expected value of the logarithm of a random
variable depends on higher-order moments of its distribution". Let us have a look at the
gravity equation one again:

(

)

(

[

(

)]

[

[

(

)]

[

)
(

]

[

(

)]

(
)

[

(

)
(

(
)

)
]

)]
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]

[ (

)], the conditional distribution of

is altered. Hence the variance of our estimated coefficients would be biased and our
estimates inefficient. Moreover, in the presence of heteroscedasticity (as usual in trade
data) the coefficients’ estimations would be biased as well.

1.6 Potential
Besides effect estimation of individual foreign trade determinants, the gravity model is
also able to predict the trade potential with each particular partner. One obtains the trade
potential by putting the real independent values into an already estimated equation – i.e.
we are examining whether the fitted value is lower or higher than the real observation.
For example, Batra (2004), Christie (2001), or Dotřelová (2004) apply this method. In
our empirical part, we also compare potential and real trade volume of the key trade
partners of Austria.
On the one hand, the main advantages of the gravity model are easy availability of the
data – even on the worldwide level, simple usage, and relatively high explanatory power
of the estimates compared to the data quantity. On the other hand, the gravity model is
criticised for its questionable theoretical derivation, not sufficient theoretical
fundamentals, and for the fact that the gravity model concept is purpose-built in order to
achieve seemingly reliable results in international trade flows studies.

9
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2 ESTIMATION METHODS
Whereas the theoretical foundation and specification of the gravity model were hot
topics in the 1980s and 1990s, respectively, the estimation techniques of gravity models
were plenteously discussed over the past several years. In this section, we list and
describe some principal estimation methods applicable to panel data. We will mention
their crucial assumptions, usual usage, and possible difficulties.
Originally, it was a usual practice to use exclusively cross sections for estimation of
gravity equations. Nevertheless, with only one observation for each unit, it cannot be
controlled for heterogeneity among these units. Moreover, as Gomez and Milgram
(2009) warn, the results may vary substantially depending on the group selected, which
leads to an estimation bias. That is why many researchers as Wall (2000), Egger (2000),
or Rose and van Wincoop (2001) have turned towards panel data.
Panel data are repeated cross sections as time series or vice versa. Therefore, they differ
in two dimensions: across different individuals (countries) and across time (annual
observations). Their advantage over simple cross sections or simple time series is that
they are more informative (more variability, less collinearity, more degrees of freedom)
thus the estimates are more efficient. Moreover, longitudinal data allow for controlling
for individual unobserved heterogeneity (Brüderl, 2005).
If we use panel data, some relevant variables evolve through time (GDP) and some do
not (distance). Consequently, our estimation method takes the time-(in)variance into
account, which would have been impossible in the case of cross-sectional data. Fixed
and random effects estimators are described in the most detail, since these are later
applied in the empirical part. Concerning other estimation methods we tried to point out
to their weaknesses or other reasons why they were not employed.

2.1 Pooled OLS
As Gómez and Milgram (2009) state, the multiplicative gravity model was traditionally
linearized and estimated using OLS techniques. This could have been done under the
assumption that the variance of the error is constant across observations

10
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(homoscedasticity). Pooled OLS estimation method applicable to a pooled dataset is
based on the simple OLS:9

Even if we assume that the composite error
biased and inconsistent if

and

is uncorrelated with

, pooled OLS is

are correlated. The resulting bias in pooled OLS is

sometimes called heterogeneity bias, but it is just a bias caused by omitting a timeconstant variable (Baltagi, 2005), which is attributed to a reliance of pooled OLS solely
on a between comparison (Brüderl, 2005).
Moreover, we must remember that, even if

is uncorrelated with all explanatory

variables in all time periods, the pooled OLS standard errors and test statistics are
generally invalid: they ignore the substantial serial correlation in the composite error
(Wooldridge, 2003).
Pooled OLS is a simple and quick benchmark to which more sophisticated regressions
can be compared. This method does not make any distinction between cross sections
and time series. Thus, panel data alone do not remedy the problem of unobserved
heterogeneity. One has to apply some further regression models.

2.2 Fixed Effects
The fixed effects estimator (FE) uses a transformation to remove an unobserved effect
. After subtraction of the averages (2.3) from the actual values (2.2) we get the final
transformed equation (2.5) to be estimated.

̅
̅

9

̅

̅

̅

̅

∑

See for example Wooldidge (2002, 2003) and Baltagi (2005) for further explanation.
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The term
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̅

̅

̅

in equation (2.2) is called composite error and it compounds of two
is time-invariant and represents an unobservable individual effect of each item

of interest (country or year – depends on the data structure);

is the remaining

stochastic disturbance term called idiosyncratic error, it represents unobserved factors
that change over time and affect
The

(Baltagi, 2005).

–coefficients in equation (2.5) can be then simply estimated by OLS. The FE

estimator allows for arbitrary correlation between

and the explanatory variables in

any time period,10 which is the key assumption and the main difference between FE,
pooled OLS, and RE. Hence, we are essentially assuming that our subjects of interest
and their variances are identical.
However, the FE estimator does not work for constant variables across time (or across
the group of individuals). Since the average equals to each observation, the composite
variable is constant zero and these variables are thus removed by the within
transformation along with

. For example, distance does not change over time and

Austrian GDP does not change over the individuals, therefore, we will not be able to
include these two variables with respect to the used data structure.
Unfortunately, when the number of subjects

is very large, the FE method leads to a

great loss of degrees of freedom. Moreover, inference in the FE estimator is potentially
more sensitive to non-normality, heteroscedasticity, and serial correlation in the
idiosyncratic errors (Wooldridge, 2003). In order to understand properly what such a
normality, homoscedasticity, or serial correlation is, we also quote the crucial
assumptions below.

10
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FIXED EFFECTS ASSUMPTIONS:11
1.

Linearity in parameters:
For each the model is:

Where the
2.

are the parameters to estimate and

is the unobserved effect.

Random sampling
We have a random sample from the cross section.

3.

No perfect collinearity
Each explanatory variable changes over time (for at least some ), and no perfect
linear relationship exists among the explanatory variables.

4.

Strict exogeneity
For each , the expected value of the idiosyncratic error given the explanatory
variables in all time periods and the unobserved effect is zero:
|

5.

Homoscedasticity
|

6.

.

for all

.

No serial correlation
For all

, the idiosyncratic errors are uncorrelated (conditional on all

explanatory variables and

):
|

7.

Normality
Conditional on

and

, the

are independent and identically distributed as

Normal
When endogeneity is present, it means correlation between a variable and the error
term. There might be numerous causes: omitted variables, sample selection errors,
measurement error, autoregression with autocorrelated errors, and, last but not least, a
loop of causality between both independent and dependent variables.

11

Wooldridge, 2003
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Under the assumptions FE.1-4 the estimator is unbiased as well as consistent for
and

fixed

. The FE estimator is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) under the

assumptions FE.1-6. If we add the normality assumption, the estimator is normally
distributed which means that

and

statistics have exact

and

distributions, thus

statistical inference is valid. Otherwise, one must rely on approximation which works
more precisely for small

and large

. However, strict exogeneity is violated if we

have omitted an important time-varying variable (Wooldridge, 2003).
In practice, we should use the FE estimator when we might think that our sample is not
basically random, i.e. if our subjects belong to some large geographical unit (this is
actually our case in the empirical part under the cross-sectional data structure, where our
subjects of observations are countries). Therefore, we should suppose that the fixed
effect

is correlated with our variable set, in other words,

represents some

unobserved typical characteristics of each country, which is not, or cannot be, captured
by our observed variables. Using the FE mechanism is the same as allowing a different
intercept for each cross-sectional unit.
, i.e. the true model is FE, the pooled OLS estimator is biased and

If

inconsistent. Hence, one should first of all test the existence of fixed effects. Gómez and
Milgram (2009) used LR and LM on time and individuals effects.12 In addition, we can
use the standard -test for joint significance of individual and time dummies.
The FE estimator is very popular among researchers13 due to its simple usage and high
explanatory power. However, in case of violation of any above stated assumptions, it
loses its consistency and is no longer BLUE. Therefore, we will test for possible
violations very carefully and we will try to employ certain upgrades.

2.3 Random Effects
Some authors, however, may believe that the fixed effects in their sample are not
correlated with the

12

variable set. On the contrary, they could assume the unobserved

i.e. command xttest0 and xtreg, mle in STATA

13

Rose and van Wincoop (2001), Egger and Pfaffermayr (2003), De Benedictis and Viracelli (2005),
Cheng and Wall (2005), Fratianni and Hoon Oh (2007), Ruiz and Vilarrubia (2007), Cafiso (2008),
Henderson and Millimet (2008), etc.
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component to be distributed randomly. One should not use the FE estimator then, since
it is inefficient.
The random effects (RE) estimator is based on a very similar feature as the FE one. The
difference lies in quasi-demeaning – the transformation here subtracts only -fraction of
the average and this fraction depends on the number of time periods,

, and

(see equation 2.7). The transformed equation takes form of:
̅

̅

̅

̅

̅

̂

[

̂
̂

̅

̅

]

̂
and

Then we can estimate equation (2.6) by ordinary least squares method. A disadvantage
of the RE estimator is that even though the parameter

can always be estimated (2.7), it

is never known in practice. The RE estimator is hence never unbiased. The value of the
estimated transformation parameter ̂ indicates, whether the estimates are likely to be
closer to the pooled OLS or the FE estimates. It is evident, that for
estimator is identical to the FE one. This happens especially for

the RE
, when ̂

and the bias goes asymptotically to zero.
On the other hand, as

̂

, the RE estimates will be closer to the pooled OLS

estimates. This is the case when the unobserved effect
because

is small relative to

is relatively unimportant

and the bias of the RE estimates grows.

The crucial assumption for RE estimation is called orthogonality of the individual
effects and the regressors:
heterogenous component

(

)

. In other words, the unobserved

is supposed to be randomly distributed with given mean

and variance among the observed subjects. This means in practice that there are specific
factors for each individual (country or year) affecting the bilateral trade but not related
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to GDP, distance, nor other independent variables. In this case the FE estimator would
be inefficient (Wooldridge, 2003; Baltagi, 2005).
RANDOM EFFECTS ASSUMPTIONS:14
1.

Linearity in parameters (= FE.1)

2.

Random sampling (= FE.2)

3.

No perfect collinearity (= FE.3)
There are no perfect linear relationships among the explanatory variables.

4.

Strict exogeneity
FE.4 and the expected value of
|

5.

given all explanatory variables is constant:

.

Homoscedasticity
|

FE.5 and
6.

No serial correlation (= FE.6)

7.

Normality (= FE.7)

The fourth assumption directly implies no correlation between the unobserved effect
and the set of variables. It is the key distinction between FE and RE. That is also why
we now allow for constant variables – the quasi-demeaning remove only their
fraction, not the whole average. Since we assume a nonzero expected value of
equation contains in fact an intercept

-

, the

.

If the full set of RE assumptions holds, the RE estimator is asymptotically15 more
efficient than pooled OLS, first differencing, or FE (which are all unbiased, consistent,
and asymptotically normal). RE is basically preferred to the pooled OLS, as RE is
generally more efficient (Wooldridge, 2003).
Under the assumptions RE.1-4, the RE estimator is consistent and asymptotically
normally distributed as

for

fixed. If we also add the three next assumptions,

the standard errors and test statistics are valid as well and the estimator is
asymptotically efficient.

14

Wooldridge, 2003. only differences from FE assumptions, which were presented above, are mentioned

15

as

with

fixed
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Johnston and DiNardo (1997) correctly argue that if all the RE assumptions are met, the
OLS estimator is also asymptotically unbiased. The reason, why we do not merely
employ OLS is that its standard errors are understated. OLS is thus always less efficient
compared to RE. RE estimator is also widely used in research – see for example
Fratianni and Hoon Oh (2007) or Kavallari et al. (2008). We will employ this estimation
technique in the empirical part as well.
It is still fairly common to see authors apply both RE and FE, and then formally test for
statistically significant differences in the coefficients on the time-varying explanatory
variables. However, as we have shown, their assumptions conflict with each other so it
is theoretically not possible to use both methods correctly.

2.4 Hausman Test
The Hausman test helps to distinguish whether RE or FE is a more convincing tool.
This test is also applied in our empirical part in Chapter 5. It states the following
hypotheses:

Under the null hypothesis, both FE and RE estimators are consistent, RE estimator is,
however, more asymptotically efficient. Under the alternative, FE estimator is still
consistent, whereas the RE estimator is not. Hence, if we are able to reject the

, FE is

the preferable one and vice versa.
For example, Fratianni and Hoon Oh (2007) and Kavallari et al. (2008) both included
FE and RE. Based on the Hausman test, RE estimator was chosen as the more
appropriate one. Nevertheless, there might be cases when the p-value of the Hausman
test is ambiguous. As Gómez and Milgram (2009) argue, FE should be preferred then,
since it still yields consistent (though not efficient) results.

2.5 Advanced Estimation Methods
There are of course many other estimation techniques to employ when estimating the
gravity equation. Each method presents important advantages and disadvantages. Some
of them solve the heteroscedasticity or the zero problems but are too costly, whereas
17
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other simpler methods are not useful in the presence of those two characteristics, or do
not take into account the multilateral dimension of trade.
The Poisson estimation technique is a pseudo maximum likelihood estimator, very
popular one recently. Silva and Tenreyro (2006), Martinez-Zarzoso et al. (2007),
Westerlund and Wilhelmsson (2006), Martin and Pham (2008), and Babecká
Kucharčuková et al. (2010) employed it, among others. Poisson estimation is able to
account for the bias caused by the logarithmic form of the gravity equation in case of
heteroscedasticity in the error term (explained in section 1.5 above). Moreover, it solves
for zero trade flows between two countries as well. Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006)
tested this estimator against other advanced methods and found its performance
satisfactory even in the presence of measurement errors in the explained variable.
Another advantage of the Poisson estimator is that it allows for a continuous dependent
variable.
Possibly, threshold Tobit estimator can be employed as well. It is an alternative
approach – limited dependent variable model – used by Ranjan and Tobias (2007) or
Babecká Kucharčuková et al. (2010). This censored model is able to deal with missing
trade bias. As Martin and Pham (2008) show, the Tobit model performs better compared
to the Poisson estimator if the proportion of zero-trade flows is considerable. In addition
to that, Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2010) emphasise that in this particular case the
maximum likelihood estimator may fail to converge. However, the Tobit model does
not correct for bias due to heteroscedasticity in the log-linear models.
Other methods which might be worthy of consideration are for example Least Squares
Dummy Variables estimator (see Wooldridge, 2002), Classical Minimum Distance
method used by Andrews et al. (2006), Generalized Method of Moments, or Mundlak
estimation. The reason, why we decided not to employ the advanced methods stated
above, is their great demand on econometric apparatus.
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3 INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF AUSTRIA
The following foreign trade analysis of Austria is performed on a real panel dataset over
the period of 1995-2011. It contains annual export and import observations of 211
Austria’s partner countries together with other variables (GDP, distance, etc.) that we
will use later for the estimation.

3.1 General Overview
Austria is a small open economy based on a well-developed social market with great
potential. Austrian GDP PPP per capita has risen from $23 000 in 1995 to almost
$42 000 in 2011, which is the 11th highest value in the world.16 Austria has been a
European Union member state since 1995 and the common Euro currency was
introduced there in 1999. Except for the EU, Austria is a member of the World Trade
Organization17 and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.18
Although Austria is small both geographically and in population, and like the other
small European states, it has had no great impact on international politics, it still
represents economic flexibility and market competition. Katzenstein (1984) argues that
it was Austria together with Switzerland that managed interlocking crises of the 1930s
and 1940s – Depression, fascism, and World War II – in the best way. Moreover, in the
1970s, Austria had one of the highest economic growth rates among the industrialized
countries.
Nowadays, Austria is a highly developed industrialized country that plays a nonnegligible role in European international trade. As we can see in Table 1 below,
Austrian balance of trade is traditionally in a slight deficit – except for years 2002 and
2007. In addition, the values of both exports and imports and their GDP-ratios are
increasing proportionally, which can be well seen in Figure 2 in the Appendix.

16

Source: IMF data & statistics

17

Since 1 January 1995; http://www.wto.org

18

Since 29 September 1961; http://www.oecd.org
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Table 1: Total trade values and GDP percentage
IMPORT
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

EXPORT

BALANCE

bil. EUR

% GDP

bil. EUR

% GDP

bil EUR

% GDP

50.6
54.0
58.0
62.0
66.9
78.4
83.3
82.8
88.0
96.4
102.3
109.3
119.0
125.3
102.6
119.9
132.2

36%
37%
40%
40%
41%
44%
46%
44%
45%
48%
50%
51%
53%
54%
46%
50%
56%

44.1
45.9
52.7
57.2
62.0
73.3
79.0
83.2
85.9
95.2
100.6
108.9
119.4
123.3
98.2
115.1
122.8

35%
35%
39%
41%
42%
46%
48%
49%
48%
51%
54%
56%
59%
59%
50%
54%
54%

-6.5
-8.1
-5.3
-4.8
-4.9
-5.1
-4.3
0.4
-2.1
-1.2
-1.7
-0.4
0.4
-2.0
-4.4
-4.9
-5.1

4%
5%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
0%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%
1%
2%
2%
3%

source: Eurostat, IMF, World Bank, author's calculations

3.2 Main Export Partners
As a member of many economic, trade, and political organizations, Austria is trading
with a wide range of countries all over the world. However, certain historic connections,
similarly oriented demand, or minimal trade barriers have all together caused an
intensive orientation of Austria to German market.
The northwest neighbour of Austria has historically been its main trading partner –
share of Germany in total Austrian import was almost 48% in 1995, while attaining
44% in 2010. In terms of export, German proportion has decreased from 38% to 31%
for the observed period 1995-2010 (see Table 2). These very high ratios also cause a
remarkable dependence of Austria on German economic situation and demand
development, and make it vulnerable to sudden changes in German economy.
Austria’s geographical distribution of exports reflects, as Skriner (2009) claims, its high
degree of economic integration with other industrial countries, especially the
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neighbouring EU members, i.e. Germany, Italy, France and now also the Czech
Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia.
Other important foreign trade partners have always been Switzerland and the USA (see
Table 2). All the top-5 countries are highly advanced, share a border with Austria in
some cases (Germany, Italy, Switzerland and Hungary) they are along with Austria
members of WTO and some even members of the EU (Germany, Italy, France, and
Hungary).19 Export to these top-5 partner countries comprises more than a half of the
total Austrian exports. This ratio, however, is continually decreasing, which illustrates a
tendency of Austria to diversify its export activities among more partners.
Table 2: Main Austria’s export partners 1995-2010
1995
GERMANY

2000
38% GERMANY

2005
33% GERMANY

2010
31% GERMANY

31%

ITALY

9% ITALY

9% ITALY

9% ITALY

8%

SWITZERLAND

6% SWITZERLAND

6% USA

6% SWITZERLAND

5%

FRANCE

4% USA

5% SWITZERLAND

5% USA

4%

HUNGARY

4% HUNGARY

5% FRANCE

4% FRANCE

4%

61%

59%

55%

52%

UTD KINGDOM

3% FRANCE

4% UTD KINGDOM

4% CZECH REP.

4%

USA

3% UTD KINGDOM

4% HUNGARY

3% HUNGARY

3%

NETHERLANDS

3% CZECH REP.

3% CZECH REP.

3% UTD KINGDOM

3%

CZECH REP.

3% SPAIN

3% SPAIN

3% POLAND

3%

SPAIN

2% NETHERLANDS

2% RUSSIA

2% SLOVAKIA

3%

75%

75%

70%

68%

source: Eurostat, author's calculations
While the share of traditional Austria’s trade partners is decreasing (Germany, Italy,
Switzerland, France, Hungary, the UK, Spain, or the Netherlands), the value of exports
to Eastern Europe and other emerging economies is growing (the Czech Republic,
Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Russia, and China). This reorientation might have a few
reasons. Firstly, the eastern enlargement of the EU in May 2004 simplified and
facilitated foreign trade of Austria with its neighbours - the Czech Republic, Hungary,
and Slovakia especially. Secondly, these partly post-communistic “eastern” countries

19

Hungary since 2004, the other countries from the foundation of EEC in 1958
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are catching-up to the “western” world. These economies grow dynamically, whose
aggregate demand for goods and services converge to the EU standard. Moreover, this
country group has a certain comparative advantage in short distance and adjacency in
comparison with Spain, the Netherlands, the UK, or France.
As Wolfmayr (2004) clarifies, such a shift in the trade pattern is caused by a grown up
demand from the New EU Member States and the strong position of Austrian firms, as
revealed by their high market shares especially in the neighbouring countries.
Also Stankovsky and Wolfmayr (2003) argue that in order to better exploit
opportunities offered to Austrian exporters, it would be desirable to aim at diversifying
exports by expanding into dynamic countries outside the traditional markets. On the
basis of an econometric analysis the authors determined Hungary, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, and Russia to be the potential key countries due to their best export growth
opportunities.

Table 3: Austrian export – 3-digit SITC, percentage of total
2000

2010

MOTOR CARS

4.2% ENGINES AND PARTS THEREOF

6.0%

ENGINES AND PARTS THEREOF

3.8% MEDICAMENTS

5.2%

PAPER

3.5% PARTS OF THE MOTOR VEHICLES

4.4%

PARTS OF THE MOTOR VEHICLES

3.1% METAL MANUFACTURES

3.9%

TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

2.9% PAPER

3.9%

OTHER MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 2.6% OTHER MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 3.7%
METAL MANUFACTURES

2.1% MOTOR CARS

3.7%

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

2.1% PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

3.2%

VALVES AND TUBES

1.9% ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

3.0%

FURNITURE

1.7% TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

2.5%

WOOD, SIMPLY WORKED

1.7% VALVES AND TUBES

2.5%

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

1.7% ALUMINIUM

2.4%

AIRCRAFT

1.6% NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

2.4%

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

1.6% PLASTIC ARTICLES

2.3%

ALUMINIUM

1.5% ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

2.2%

source: Eurostat, author's calculations
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3.3 Main Foreign Trade SITC Articles
Machinery and equipment, metallurgical products, pharmaceutical products, and paper
appear in Austrian exports to be of particular importance. As one could notice in Table
3, the sectoral composition of export did not change much during the observed 10-year
period.20 Nevertheless, an increase in numerous absolute shares indicates progressive
specialisations in these top items. Austria focuses in general on machinery (engines,
parts of motor vehicles, etc.), other industrial products (metal manufactures, valves and
tubes, paper), as well as on chemistry products – especially medicaments and other
pharmaceutical products.
Table 4: SITC categories share of export and import
1-digit SITC

2010

Export Import

0 - FOOD AND LIVE ANIMALS

5.3%

6.0%

1 - BEVERAGES AND TOBACCO

1.8%

1.1%

2 - CRUDE MATERIALS

3.4%

3.9%

3 - MINERAL FUELS

2.4%

8.1%

4 - ANIMAL OILS

0.1%

0.3%

5 - CHEMICALS

12.1%

12.6%

6 - MANUFACTURED GOODS

22.4%

16.6%

7 - MACHINERY

38.6%

34.5%

8 - MANUFACTURED ARTICLES

12.3%

15.0%

9 - OTHERS

1.6%

1.7%

source: Eurostat, author's calculations
The product specialisation reflects evident dominance of one commodity group only,
namely the group of machinery and transport equipment (see Table 3 and Table 4).
However, as Skriner (2009) claims, this pattern of product specialisation of trade can be
a source of vulnerability for the Austrian foreign sector due to the sensitivity to cyclical
fluctuations in the neighbouring countries. In this context, an interesting question is
whether Austria’s pattern of specialisation remains advantageous in the medium-term.
The shares of particular 1-digit SITC categories are distributed as follows (see Table 4):
the exports of machinery and transport equipment accounted for 39% in 2010 in total

20

This comparison had to be made over the years 2000-2010 only due to data unavailability
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export value. This commodity group dominates also the Austrian imports with a share
of 35% in 2010. Manufactured goods had a share of 22%, and chemicals together with
miscellaneous manufactured articles shared the third position, both 12% in 2010.

3.4 Trade within the EU
More than two thirds of Austrian exports are shipped to other member countries of the
European Union.21 In particular, Austrian exports to the rest of the EU25 accounted for
69% of total in 2011 (see Table 13 in the Appendix). This very high percentage causes
also a remarkable dependence of Austrian economy on the European market situation.
Aggregate balance of trade with all EU members, however, has always been negative.
To be more specific, the balance of trade deficit with the EU added up to 12 billion
EUR in 2011 and this number demonstrates an upward tendency during the observed
period 1995-2011. On the other hand, the share of intra-EU trade has been gradually
decreasing, which is in line with the redistribution of Austrian exports towards non-EU
countries like Russia or China.
The leading intra-EU export article of Austria is constantly machinery – engines, motor
cars, and parts thereof (see Table 5). Their ratio is oscillating around 39% (see Figure 3
in the Appendix) which means no further specialization in this whole industry branch.
Table 5: Intra-EU27 exports by 3-digit SITC
2000

2010

ENGINES AND PARTS THEREOF

4.3% ENGINES AND PARTS THEREOF

6.0%

MOTOR CARS

4.1% PARTS OF THE MOTOR VEHICLES

5.5%

PARTS OF THE MOTOR VEHICLES

3.9% MOTOR CARS

4.0%

PAPER

3.7% METAL MANUFACTURES

3.9%

TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIP.

2.9% PAPER

3.7%

source: Eurostat, author's calculations

On the contrary, the extra-EU balance of trade shows a surplus each year –
7 billion EUR in 2011 (see Table 13 in the Appendix). Nevertheless, this surplus has
been gradually decreasing for the last several observed years, which consequently

21

Means EU25 due to data availability and time period
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causes a growing balance of trade deficit in total. The share of extra-EU trade in total
exports was 31% in 2011.
Surprisingly, machinery does not lead the chart here (Table 6). In 2000, the most
exported commodity outside the EU27 was aircraft with the share of 5.2%, followed by
machinery, medicaments, and telecommunications equipment. Later, in 2010, the most
important export article to non-EU countries were pharmaceutical products – together
18% of the total exported value.22
Table 6: Extra-EU27 exports by 3-digit SITC
2000

2010

AIRCRAFT

5.2% MEDICAMENTS

OTHER MACHINERY AND EQUIP.

4.4% OTHER MACHINERY AND EQUIP.

12.4%
7.3%

MOTOR CARS

4.4% ENGINES AND PARTS THEREOF

6.0%

MEDICAMENTS

3.2% PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

5.6%

TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIP.

3.0% PAPER

4.3%

source: Eurostat, author's calculations

22

For more detailed information see Figure 5 and Figure 6 in the Appendix.
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4 EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK
In this part of the thesis, we analyse and estimate the impact of a variety of determinants
on Austrian international trade. It is to be done on the basis of the gravity model of trade
pattern. We employ FE and RE estimation methods and according to the Hausman test
prefer one of them. Such technique is applied on a real dataset of Austrian international
trade over the past 17 years. In this chapter, we present exact data and variables
description together with the methodology and model specification, while the following
chapter contains our obtained tests and estimation results.
Gravity model framework has become a very popular analytic tool in recent years. Its
development and broad usage is described in Chapter 1. In comparison with the
majority of the papers mentioned there, this thesis employs the gravity modelling in a
bit different way. A data panel usually contains trade data of all participating countries
mutually, in other words, there is no home country and exports in country i represent
imports in another j. The estimated function is then a general foreign-trade-function
valid for all countries involved (the whole world oftentimes).
On the contrary, we focus solely on Austrian exports in this thesis. The estimated
function will be thus an export function valid for Austria in particular. We find such an
approach more concrete, real, and less misleading. Instead of finding some “general
truth”, we will try to determine the main impacts on the Austrian export flows. The
import function estimation is left for further research.

4.1 Data
Our dataset consists of a real data panel from the period 1995-2011 for 211 observed
countries. Even though this data panel is strongly balanced, some observations are
missing. The dataset yields together 3396 complete observations instead of possible
3587 observations.
From 244 countries and areas in the world according to the World Bank,23 we chose
211. Some countries of the world had to be dropped from the sample due to poor data

23

http://databank.worldbank.org
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availability – especially institutional indices by heritage foundation, REER,24 or
ERDI,25 GDP in terms of purchasing power parity or even exported values were not
accessible. Among these omitted countries are for example Vatican, Monte Negro,
Norfolk Island, French Guiana, or Pitcairn.26
Usually, a smaller group of countries is used27 – partners with zero trade flow are
automatically deleted from the sample. Nevertheless, such estimates might suffer from a
sample selections bias then. There is always some reason, why, for example, Austria
trades with Micronesia just minimally or in some years not at all. Therefore, it would be
wrong if one omitted such trading partners from the sample, as the distance impact
would be distorted in particular.
In section 1.4, we have already explained why zero observations cause problems. Since
we are employing a log-log model and logarithm of zero is not defined, it is necessary
to solve for this issue. In the result part in section 5.3, we therefore present and compare
two possible solutions: firstly, deleting only the missing observations (not the whole
partner country) and secondly, replacing the zeroes by some small positive value. We
observe whether these results differ significantly.

4.2 Variables Description
The main idea of the gravity model is based on replacing the mass in the Newton’s law
of universal gravitation by GDP of trading countries. Our core variables in the model
will be the then the traded value as a dependent variable together with reporter’s and
partner’s GDPs and their bilateral distance as independent variables. Moreover, our
model is extended by other distance-measuring variables (landlocked, contiguity, and
barriers to trade), institutional indices (government effectiveness, trade freedom,
corruption index, etc.), economic variables (such as REER index, common currency, or

24

Real effective exchange rate

25

Exchange rate deviation index

26

The complete list of involved countries can be found in the Appendix - Table 14.
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For instance, Hyžíková (2012) and Bobková (2012) use in their diploma theses 177 countries. They
both deal with gravity trade analysis of German and Czech trade.
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recession dummy), and last but not least by common language and common colonial
history dummies. The complete list of our variables is presented in Table 7 below.
State_id and year are variables defining each observation precisely. There are two
ways how to structure our panel dataset – either as 17 cross sections for each particular
year or as 211 time series for each particular country. The estimation methods differ
significantly, as already discussed in Chapter 2. We explain this difference in more
detail in section 4.3.1 and present in practice in Chapter 5.
Table 7: List of variables
NAME

VALUES

country code
year

state_id
year

1-211
1995-2011

log(export)
log(GDP) partner at PPP
log(GDP) Austria at PPS
log(distance)

l_export
l_gdp_part
l_gdp_at
l_dist

real effective exchange rate
common language
common border
common colonial history
direct sea access
recession
common currency
trade barriers

reerdi
lang
cont
col
landlock
rec
euro
bar

government effectiveness
business freedom index
trade freedom index
fiscal freedom index
government spending
monetary freedom index
investment freedom index
financial freedom index
property rights index
corruption index
education index

gov_eff
business
trade
fiscal
gov_spend
monet
invest
finance
property
corrupt
educ

UNIT

SOURCE

EUR
mil. EUR
mil. EUR
km

Eurostat
IMF
IMF
CPII

2005 = 100
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1

per cent
dummy
dummy
dummy
dummy
dummy
dummy
dummy

World Bank
CPII
CPII
CPII
CPII
own estimation
own estimation
own estimation

0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100

per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent

World Bank
Heritage Found.
Heritage Found.
Heritage Found.
Heritage Found.
Heritage Found.
Heritage Found.
Heritage Found.
Heritage Found.
Heritage Found.
United Nations
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In order to obtain a log-log model, we have to logarithmise the dependent variable
export as well. Export means here the total annual value of exported goods and services
in EUR to a partner country. We were able to obtain 3396 observations out of 3578, i.e.
approximately 5.5% are missing.
Original unit of both partner’s and Austria’s GDP was American dollar. In order to
obtain relevant elasticity results, the values were recalculated by annual average USDEUR exchange rate from the OECD website. However, the exchange rates do not reflect
purchasing power relationship. Thus, the opportunity costs of the importer of Austrian
goods and services are biased. ERDI helps us to straighten out this distortion between
exchange rates and real purchasing power parities.
ERDI is defined with respect to USD – it takes value of 1 for the USA – as USD reflects
the purchasing power in the USA. Further, it is below 1 for rather rich countries with a
strong currency and a stronger purchasing power compared to the USA, for example
Sweden or New Zealand. Therefore, so as the partner’s GDP at PPP represent the
purchasing power, we will divide the original GDP PPP obtained from IMF database by
respective ERDI index, implying that a Swedish (NZ) importer can increase his
purchasing power by purchasing in the USA instead at home
On the other hand, the higher the exchange rate deviation index is, the weaker is the
home currency and its purchasing power abroad, in comparison to what predicts the
PPP theory. Even though Russia or China, for example, have a high GDP at PPP and
also a big economy with great trading potential in nominal terms, we divide their GDP
PPP by ERDI index (around 1.7 to even 5 in some years) in order to get their potential
in real import purchasing terms. Once again, the purchasing power does not correspond
to the exchange rates, and that is what we are trying to correct for.
Nonetheless, the reader might have noticed a certain inaccuracy – we do not trade in our
model with the USA in USD but with Austria in EUR (formerly even in shillings). That
is why we have to add a correction of the original partner´s ERDI by adding also the
Austrian one. When both trading partners’ currencies are relatively undervalued with
respect to USD (i.e. ERDI of exporter is 1.8 and ERDI of importer is 2.1, respectively),
their price levels and mutual purchasing powers are actually close (i.e. 2.1 / 1.8 = 1.17),
and vice versa.
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Austrian GDP variable is then left as GDP in purchasing power standard. It was also
recalculated from its original units in USD to EUR by annual average exchange rates.
Here, neither overvaluation nor undervaluation is important; we are interested in
economic growth in time purely. At both GDP-variables, we expect a positive sign, the
bigger the country’s economy, the higher its foreign trade.
Distance between two trading countries was calculated on the basis of a weighted
formula developed by Head and Mayer (2002) that includes latitude, longitude and
population data of main agglomerations in these countries. The distance variable is also
logarithmised in order to obtain the elasticity (i.e. if a partner country was by 1%
further, their bilateral trade would be by x% higher). Most probably, we expect negative
relationship here, since the distance variable represents a certain form of shipping costs.
Real effective exchange rate by the World Bank is the nominal effective exchange rate
(a measure of the value of a domestic currency against a weighted average of several
foreign currencies) divided by a price deflator or index of costs. The REER in our
dataset has the base year 2005 (=100), values over 100 represent relative depreciation of
domestic currency vis-à-vis foreign currency, thus loss in purchasing power in terms of
imports. REER represents the value that an individual consumer will pay for an
imported good.
Many countries, however, are not in the World Bank’s list. Their indices were therefore
estimated on the basis of ERDI, which was normalised to year 2005 (= 100). We
presume that nominal exchange rate reflects the hypothesis of the relative PPP. When
partner´s ERDI (modified and normalised) or REER is rising in time, Austrian exports
to that country are impeded by exchange rate developments. The estimated coefficient
should be thus negative.
Common language variable is a dummy variable. It takes value 1 for common language
(for example the case of Germany, Switzerland, or Lichtenstein) and 0 otherwise (most
countries). Common border works similarly – 1 for Austrian neighbours (Germany, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, etc.), 0 otherwise. Common colonial history also takes value
1 in the case when the partner country used to be an Austrian colony, 1 otherwise. We
mean here by colony also the former Austro-Hungarian Empire (for instance the Czech
Republic, Croatia, Liechtenstein, and Slovenia fulfil this criterion). For all these
dummies, the expected coefficient sign is positive.
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Landlocked is another dummy which takes the value of 1 for countries with no sea nor
ocean access, together only 35 countries out of the sample. We expect that landlocked
countries have a certain disadvantage, since they cannot easily use ship transport for
their goods. The expected sign is thus negative. Austria’s main trading partners are,
however, European countries, Austria’s neighbours in particular. From this point of
view, for example Italy has no advantage over the Czech Republic or Hungary, even
though Italy has a direct access to sea.
By definition, a recession means two consecutive quarters of negative economic growth
as measured by a country's gross domestic product.28 In our dataset, the recession
dummy variable takes value 1 only for year 2009, when Austria meets the abovementioned criteria. For all other years, the variable equals 0. There are countries in our
sample that did not meet the official recession criterion in 2009 or countries with a
decline in GDP in (also) some other two successive quarters than in 2009. Nevertheless,
our rec variable simply stands for recession in Austria measured by Austrian GDP
decline. The expected sign for recession is obviously negative.
Euro variable is also a dummy – it takes value of 1 for a member country of European
monetary union and 0 otherwise. As the initial year for the EMU-founding members is
set year 1999 due to the fact that since then their currencies were pegged to each other
and euro was used as an account unit. The exchange risk was thus diminished. The
expected sign at common currency is positive.
Trade barriers variable is a dummy that takes value of 0 for European Economic Area
members, customs unions, and free trade areas, 1 otherwise. We expect a negative sign
at its coefficient.
The last 11 variables in our dataset represent various institutional factors. They are
measured in percentages – the closer to 100%, the better. One could probably expect
correlation between some of these indices. Whether this is the case, is checked in the No
Perfect Collinearity part also by the covariance matrix. In practice, we will find out that
all the institutional variables together are never significant, so just some are included in
the final model. All their expected signs are, nonetheless, positive.

28

See http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/basics/recess.htm. This definition has been broadly used
since 1974, when J. Shiskin used this determination for The New York Times.
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One should notice that not all variables explained in this section are always included in
each estimate, especially when they do not yield significant results. Still, some
interesting insignificant variables are not omitted in order to present their insignificance,
thus irrelevance, in the model.

4.3 Model Specification
As explained above, we will employ a log-log version of the gravity model. The core
variables are in a logarithmised form, in order to get elasticity coefficients, and the rest
is left linear. The model is designed as follows:
(

)

(

)

(

)

stands for the partner country
represents time (years)
Note that some variables do not have

index, since they are time-invariant (dist,

lang, cont, col, and landlock). We will have to omit these in the FE estimation
under time series structure due to multicollinearity with the intercept, as already
described in part 2.2. On the contrary, certain variables are missing

index (gdp_at

and rec). We cannot use them in the FE estimation under the cross-sectional data
structure.

4.3.1 Different Data Structure
The data structure actually does matter. This issue is not only about which variables do
we have to leave out at FE, the coefficients have, moreover, a different meaning. There
can be even cases in the international trade when the expected coefficient signs are
opposite. See for example Hyžíková (2012, part 2.5) and her example with relative
factor abundance. In the case of cross sections, the expected sign at relative capital
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endowments dependent on export is negative – according to Heckscher-Ohlin theory,
the country should be exporting cheap labour, in other words the lower the
capital/labour endowment in a production area, the higher the exports.
On the contrary, the expected sign at relative capital endowment is positive in case of
time series. In case of relative abundant capital facilities, the exported country is more
oriented at capital-demanding goods. Then, when its capital endowments grow in time,
the exports of these capital-demanding goods also grow. Also in our gravity model, we
have to pay attention whether our data are structured as cross sections or as time series
and interpret the coefficients carefully.
Fortunately, in our gravity model there is no such ambiguous relationship. We expect
that Austria is trading in one moment more with closer and less with further lying
countries, as well as if one country could (hypothetically) move in time, the closer the
partner would be, the more intensive the trade. Analogical consideration in case of GDP
follows. In one particular year, Austria would probably export more to well-performing
economies. Similarly, if we take just one partner country across time, when the
partner’s GDP grows, Austrian exports also increase and vice versa. However, as we
will see in the subsequent part, some variables may be significant in one data structure,
while meaningless in the other one.
Different data structure also influences the logic behind the fixed effects

and their

possible correlation with our units of interest. Under the cross-sectional data structure,
we have 17 different years for our observations. The fixed effect

allows for different

intercept for each cross-section, i.e. each year. One could reasonably expect that RE
estimator would be the more fitting one, since this fixed effect is most probably
expected to be randomly distributed across the observed period. There is no reasonable
explanation why should year 1997 be more trade-oriented compared to 2005.
On the other hand, under the time-series data structure, we observe 211 different
countries over the given period. The fixed effect

thus allows for different intercept

for each time series, i.e. a country here. Therefore, FE estimator makes more sense,
because one could expect that each country might have its own propensity to trade,
captured by this individual effect. We will test this hypothesis soon according to the
Hausman specification test.
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5 RESULTS
In this chapter, we present all our econometric results and comment on the coefficients
– on their sign and significance especially. Before any econometric estimation technique
is applied, one should test for its assumptions carefully and correct for any possible
inconveniences. This will be carried out in the first part of this chapter. Otherwise,
numerous problems in the estimation might occur (any type of bias in coefficients,
inconsistency, inefficiency, or bias in the standard errors and thus over/underestimation
of coefficient significance), as already discussed in Chapter 2. After correcting for any
problems, one yields more credible results.
In this thesis, we are often comparing two possibilities (“points of view”) and we are
trying to choose the optimal one. The first difference consists in the decision, whether to
use FE or RE. As already explained in Chapter 2, one of the estimations has to be
basically wrong, since these two methods have contradictory assumptions. We will
distinguish between them on the basis of the Hausman specification test.
The data structure entails the second ambiguity in our estimation. It might change our
results substantially if we structure our data as 17 cross sections or as 211 time series.
Moreover, the coefficients then present a different attitude to the problem. Additionally,
the variables we are allowed to use in the FE estimation vary with different data
structure.
Last but not least, we compare two zero trade flow solutions – omitting zero
observations versus replacing the zeroes by some small values. However, estimations
might considerably differ when we change this small value, as it is also shown in the
result part in section 5.3.

5.1 Assumptions Violation
In order to believe in our results, deduce some conclusions, or verify our hypotheses, we
have to be sure that our data and estimations do not suffer from any serious assumption
violations. If so, we would have to correct for it properly. Even though most of the
papers employing the gravity model (or any other econometric method) test at most for
heteroscedasticity, we believe one should try to test for all of them in order to present
reliable results. Please see Chapter 2 for the complete list of our model assumptions.
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5.1.1 Linearity in Parameters
The easiest but also a very reliable way to check for linearity is simply to have a look at
the graph. As our model (4.1) supposes, the relationship between the dependent variable
l_export and all the response variables l_gdp to educ should be linear. Figure 7 in
the Appendix depicts the dependence of four selected variables (l_gdp_partner,
l_distance, gov_eff, and trade) and our response variable – l_export.
The black solid line represents the linear and the black dashed line represents the
quadratic prediction,29 whereas the navy points stand for each observation. In cases of
GDP, distance, and government effectiveness, both linear and quadratic fits rather
coincide with each other, in other words, the dependence is neatly linear. We can also
deduce that export is strictly increasing in partner’s GDP, slightly increasing in
government effectiveness index and strictly decreasing in distance. This kind of
dependency was also expected.
However, trade freedom index does not demonstrate any clear dependence after simply
have a look at the data; we might consider the relationship slightly positive. As the
graph does not give any convincing evidence and trade freedom index is most probably
correlated with other variables, we expect trade to be insignificant.
To summarize our findings, we consider our model (4.1) to be well specified and we
believe that the dependencies30 are rather linear (after logs) than quadratic, exponential
or other.

5.1.2 No Perfect Collinearity
Multicollinearity means that the variables are linearly dependent and/or perfectly
correlated. According to _rmcoll command in STATA, which tests for collinearity
and removes problematic variables, our dataset does not suffer from this assumption

29

Quadratic estimation means a regression including both linear and quadratic terms. By adding the
quadratic one, we try to examine, whether the relationship estimation would not be more precise (i.e.
correspond better to the data pattern). Quadratic fit might be more suitable, if the marginal effect would
not be constant or even if export would first rise and then decrease as an independent variables increases
(or vice versa). However, this does not seem to be our case.
30

The other variables were also examined in an analogical way with similar results. In case of dummy
variables there is not much to be investigated, since they take only two values.
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violation. We can test this “by eye” as well, by simply generating the covariance matrix
(pwcorr). The highest values were obtained at distance and trade barriers (0.77),
financial freedom and investment freedom (0.75), and property rights and business
freedom (0.74). Such values are not close enough to one (perfect correlation), thus we
do not consider multicollinearity to be a problem.
An additional assumption of FE is that no variables are constant over time or over the
cross section, respectively (depends on the data structure). That is why we will have to
omit l_dist, lang, cont, col, and landlock variables in the time series and
l_gdp_at with rec in the cross section analysis.

5.1.3 Homoscedasticity
Several tests can be done in order to detect possible heteroscedasticity. Let us, however
start with optical examination. If we have a look at Figure 1,31 we can unfortunately
detect a certain heteroscedastic tendency. The residual variance decreases as the
exported value grows. Hence, it is not constant, although it is assumed to be.
Heteroscedasticity is a common problem in the foreign trade data so this finding did not
take us by surprise.
In order to confirm our hypothesis of heteroscedasticity presence, some common tests
were applied. All of them reject the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity at any
reasonable confidence level (see Table 8).
There are in general three ways, to deal with heteroscedasticity. First, one should try to
re-specify the model (include logarithms, exponentials, or quadratic forms of variables)
in order to obtain a better fit. This is unfortunately not conceivable in our model – we
need the logarithms exactly as they are (to obtain elasticity coefficients) and all other
variables are supposed to be subject of linear dependence.

31

Figure 1 shows the relationship between residuals and fitted values form the complete model (4.1), RE
estimation method was used here (so that we could involve all the variables). Even though
heteroscedasticity means that residuals change with some response variable (x), we can use the explained
variable (y) as a representative of the whole dataset.
The graph looks nearly identical if one uses the other estimation method (FE), other panel data structure
(cross-sectional) or not the complete model (i.e. omit some insignificant variables). Therefore we present
just this graph as a representative of all other residuals versus fitted plots.
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Figure 1: Residuals versus fitted values plot

source: author's estimation

Second, one can apply some heteroscedasticity-immune method like Weighted Least
Squares (WLS). This is also not our case, since we want to apply FE and RE estimates
for simpler econometric apparatus reasons.
The third option is to use Huber-White’s method (robust standard errors) to correct for
the bias in standard errors (and thus in the complete statistical inference). For example,
Babecká Kucharčuková et al. (2010) use this solution and we are going to employ
robust standard errors in our empirical model as well.

Table 8: Tests for heteroscedasticity
statistic p-value
Cook-Weisberg test
White's test
Likelihood-ratio test
Breusch-Pagan test (manually)

Cameron & Trivedi's decomposition of IM-test

1554.09
1195.01
40.19
373.54
1195.01
63.2
31.34
1289.55

0.0000
0.0000
0,0004
1.257e-69
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Heteroscedasticity
Skewness
Kurtosis
Total

source: author's estimation
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5.1.4 No Serial Correlation
So as to obtain BLUE estimates, we need our idiosyncratic errors to be uncorrelated
over time. We applied a regular first-order autocorrelation test with no need for strict
exogeneity:
̂

̂
,

no first-order serial correlation

,

first-order serial correlation

The p-value of

adds up to 0.175 and we are thus not able to reject the null even on

15% level of significance. Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data32 also yields
positive results – p-value of 0.1453 with the same null hypothesis. Therefore, we do not
consider our estimates to suffer from significant serial correlation in error terms.

5.1.5 Normality
The fact that our residuals are not normally distributed is indicated by skewness and
kurtosis test for normality33 (joint p-value 0.000) and Shapiro-Wilk W test for normal
data34 (p-value 0.000). These tests thus both strongly reject the null hypothesis of
normally distributed error terms.
Still, we do not consider such non-normality to be a major problem. As already
explained in Chapter 2, statistical inference is also consistent for large

and for rather

small , which our dataset fulfils when structured as time series. Even though our and
statistics do not have exact and

distributions, the approximation should work well

here.

32

xtserial command in STATA

33

sktest command in STATA

34

swilk command in STATA
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5.1.6 Unit Root
In order to test, whether the dependent variable l_export35 follows a unit root
process, we have decided to apply an augmented Dickey-Fuller test. We also included
time variable year to detrend the response variable:

Obtained

,

export follows a unit root process – is nonstationary

,

export follows a trend stationary process
p-value equals 0.000. Therefore, we reject the null of unit root and we can

move on to estimates without suspicion of spurious regression.36

5.2 Cross-Sectional Data Structure
In this section of the thesis, the results under cross-sectional data structure are
presented. From the Hausman test application, we have obtained the p-value of 0.6363.
Consequently, RE estimator is preferable due to its consistency and greater asymptotical
efficiency. This result is in line with the expected nature of fixed effect term

,

explained in part 4.3.1. Our final estimates with robust standard errors, together with parameter estimate are displayed in Table 9. The final model takes the following form:
(

)

(

)

(

)

stands for the partner country
represents time (years)

35

We will test for export only, since a nondecreasing transformation does not matter.

36

According to Granger and Newbold (1974), a spurious regression yields highly significant results with
no reasonable economic meaning. Spurious regression means a violation of the assumptions which causes
invalid statistical inference, since the -ratios are no longer asymptotically normal.
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Our results seem to be quite convincing with the overall

of 85.74%, joint

p-value of 0.0000 and mostly significant variables. As the unit root hypothesis was
strictly rejected, we consider our model well specified and complete. Because robust
standard errors are shown (due to the presence of heteroscedasticity), we believe in
correctness of our following statistical inference. Further, one should note the extreme
value of

-parameter. As explained in section 2.3, the RE estimates are actually

identical to pooled OLS estimates for

.

Table 9: Cross-sectional data structure results – random effects estimator
Number of obs.
Number of groups
Wald chi2(14)
Prob > F

=
=
=
=

3396
17
833356
0.0000

R-squared:

l_export

Coefficient

Std. Err.

p-value

l_gdp_part
l_gdp_at
l_dist
reerdi
lang
cont
col
landlock
euro
gov_eff
fiscal
gov_spend
monet
educ
constant

.9566484
.647622
-1.147782
-.0024624
.2049925
.6415977
.5708715
-.2580011
-.1039744
.0047387
.0084249
.0087702
-.0111246
.0140502
7.493431

.0176223
.3721523
.0212737
.0008121
.0159723
.0517715
.0395802
.0389479
.0483558
.0010756
.001014
.0013969
.0019078
.0030146
4.437874

0.000
0.082
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.032
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.091

within
between
overall
lambda

=
=
=
=

0.8584
0.7897
0.8574
0

[95% Confidence Interval]
.9221094
-.0817831
-1.189478
-.004054
.1736874
.5401275
.4932957
-.3343376
-.1987501
.0026306
.0064375
.0060324
-.0148637
.0081417
-1.204642

.9911874
1.377027
-1.106087
-.0008707
.2362975
.7430679
.6484474
-.1816645
-.0091988
.0068468
.0104123
.011508
-.0073854
.0199587
16.1915

source: author's estimations

Both partner’s and domestic GDP have, as expected, positive impact on bilateral trade.
To be specific when the partner’s GDP was higher by 1% (compared to another partner
country), exports to such a country would be 0.96% higher. Moreover, with an increase
in home-country GDP by 1%, its exports grow by other 0.65% (at 10% level of
confidence only). As coefficients l_gdp_part and l_gdp_at are rather high, one
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could conclude that GDP (magnitude of the participating economies) are important
determinants of bilateral trade.
However, distance has even greater negative impact on Austrian exports. When a
country C´s distance relative to Austria is by 100% further than country B, C´s imports
from Austria should be theoretically lower due to that factor by 115%, according to our
model (whose coefficient for distance is -1.15). We can thus conclude that the
relationship between distance and trade flow is slightly more elastic than unity.
Language, contiguity and common colonial history also seem to play an important role
in Austrian exports. If these dummy variables take value of one, exports from Austria
grow by 22%, 90%, and 77%, respectively.37
Higher REER seems to influence Austrian exports in a negative way, which is in line
with our previous hypothesis. It is significant at 1% and on the basis of the value of the
coefficient we conclude that a rise by 10 percentage points results in a decrease in
exports by 2.5%. The low coefficient in absolute terms is caused by lower exported
value due to domestic currency depreciation, since the volume of exports reacts with a
certain delay (J-curve). Quite surprisingly, even though euro currency variable is
significant at 5% it should have, according to our model, negative effect on the bilateral
trade of Austria (a decease by almost 10%!). This is probably connected to the tendency
to exports diversification (towards to the eastern countries), discussed in Chapter 3.
On the one hand, several institutional indices (trade, business, property) were very
insignificant and they were therefore omitted. On the other hand, some indices yield low
p-values and, on the whole, have a positive effect on Austrian exports; in particular an
increase in government effectiveness index at a partner country by 10 percentage points
should lead to a rise in exports to this country by 4.7%.38 Recession variable vas very
insignificant and it was thus omitted from the final model.
The most insignificant variable in RE cross-sectional model was overall trade freedom
index, which says how restrictive or open to foreign trade the particular country is. As
Austrian exports mostly to neighbouring EU-countries, Switzerland, USA, or France, it

37

Correction for log-level model:

38

After correction

[

(̂

)

], see Wooldridge (2003)
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actually does not play any important role whether Bangladesh, for example, is an open
or closed economy. Austria chooses its export markets by economy size (GDP),
distance or level of development in particular. That is most probably, why an overall
trade index seems to be negligible in our trade analysis.
One should pay attention to the fact that one country dominates the sample – Germany.
In case of Germany, exported value is unbeatably the highest. However, also GDP was
the fifth highest in the world39 in 2011, distance is below average, Germany does border
Austria, they share the same language, and it is not landlocked. In addition, the
institutional indices take relatively high values for Germany – government effectiveness
or education permanently over 90%, 96% respectively.
If there was not much causality between our explanatory variables and the extreme
value of export, our model might suffer from a bias due to an outlier. FE as well as RE
estimator is basically based on Ordinary Least Squares method (OLS). Core of OLS is
to minimise squared residuals. Therefore if a response variable yields considerably
higher values for one observed individual (Germany), the estimates are biased towards
to this individual. Otherwise, the squared residuals would be too high.
Nonetheless, when we deleted Germany from the sample and executed the very same
regression, the results were fairly the same. We thus conclude that the enormous
exported amount to Germany is proportional to the values of independent variables.

5.3 Time-Series Data Structure
The final estimates under time-series data structure are presented in Table 10. The
method used here is FE estimator. By the Hausman test application, the p-value of 0.000
was obtained. Consequently, the FE estimator should be consistent, while the RE one is
not. Employing FE estimation is again in line with our explanation in 4.3.1, since each
partner country might have an own propensity to trade. Unfortunately, distance,
language, contiguity, colony, and landlocked variables had to be omitted due to perfect
multicollinearity with the intercept. The final model takes the following form:

39

According to all IMF, WB, and CIA World Factbook
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stands for the partner country
represents time (years)
Our results presented in Table 10 are not that convincing as those under cross-sectional
data structure by the RE estimator (see Table 9). Nonetheless, the model still seems to
perform well. Overall

yields 70.6% with the model joint p-value of 0.0000. Also

both GDP variables remained very significant with positive impact of 0.55% and 1.46%
growth in export per 1% growth in GDP, respectively.

Table 10: Time-series data structure results – fixed effects estimator
Number of obs.
Number of groups
F(11, 3174)
Prob > F

=
=
=
=

3396
211
94.86
0.00000

R-squared: within
between
overall
corr (u_i, xb)

l_export

Coefficient

Std. Err.

p-value

l_gdp_part
l_gdp_at
rec
euro
bar
reerdi
trade
gov_eff
corrupt
finance
educ
constant

.5464392
1.456824
.0379119
-.1524546
-.1701384
.0001344
.0078478
-.000218
-.000037
-.0005103
-.0099629
-6.474878

.0772425
.2527946
.0521805
.0719972
.0875475
.0005822
.0028133
.00298
.0024589
.0020351
.0073866
2.647331

0.000
0.000
0.468
0.035
0.053
0.818
0.006
0.942
0.988
0.802
0.179
0.015

=
=
=
=

0.2418
0.7569
0.7058
0.6583

[95% Confidence Interval]
.3941691
.9584836
-.0649529
-.2943846
-.3427229
-.0010134
.0023019
-.0060925
-.0048844
-.0045221
-.0245243
-11.69363

.6987093
1.955164
.0024462
.1407766
-.0105247
.0012821
.0133938
.0056565
.0048104
.0035016
.0045986
-1.256128

source: author's estimations
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Neither government efficiency, corruption nor any other indices (finance, education) are
significant in this estimation; except for trade, of which obtained p-value yields 0.006.
A 10% increase in trade freedom index should then mean an increase in Austrian
exports by on average 0.8%. The sign at (rather insignificant) education variable is
surprisingly negative. Recession and real effective exchange rate do not seem to play
any important role in time series structure either. The insignificance of REER is
probably caused by delayed reaction of exports on currency depreciation, as depicts socalled J curve.
Potential adoption of the euro currency in the partner’s country (i.e. common currency)
seems to affect the bilateral trade negatively. One should add that in many other
regressions (with slightly different variables included) euro is often insignificant. We
therefore conclude that euro has insignificant or perhaps even slightly negative effect on
Austrian exports. This is in line with meta-analysis of the Rose effect on the Eurozone,
performed by Havránek (2009), which found the euro’s trade promoting effect
insignificant. In addition, diversification of the Austrian exports among more trade
partners, non-euro in particular, also causes that euro is insignificant in our model.
Even when the RE estimator was employed, the coefficients, their signs, and
significances were quite similar. We could thus say that under time-series data structure
GDPs are the key variables (together with the distance that is also significant in RE
model). However, many institutional indices (together with language or landlocked
variables in RE case) lose at their significance. How is this possible?
As was already explained in 4.3, there is simply different logic between these two data
structures. The loss in significance at most of the institutional variables should basically
mean that in one particular year, Austria distributes exports among its trade partners
according to their institutions quality to a certain extent (cross-sectional point of view).
Since these ratings reflect level of development, Austria is obviously looking for
advanced economies with a democratic, well-functioning system. On the other hand, if
we take just one trade partner (no matter if Germany or Bangladesh), it does not play
any important role if its institutional indices slowly decrease or increase in time (timeseries point of view). The exports are also most probably not flexible enough to react as
fast as the Wold Bank and Heritage Foundation’s indices.
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5.4 Zero Trade Flows
Some basic theory to deal with zero trade flows was explained in section 1.4. For this
purposes, our RE-model (5.1) is used, as it performs slightly better and contains more
variables that are relevant. First, model (5.1) was estimated by RE without missing and
zero observations. Second, all the missing values were replaced by constant 1 (
) and finally, all missing values were replaced by constant 0.001.
The reason to do this is to compare these results. We harbour suspicions that our
foregoing estimates might suffer from sample selection bias. We involved in our sample
211 out of 244 countries and among the omitted ones you could find tiny island
countries, infant countries, very remote and economically inactive countries (no GDP
measurements), and underdeveloped countries. All these are predisposed not to trade
with Austria much.
Our results are reported in Table 11 below. In the first column (1), we present the
results when zeroes were omitted from the dataset (3395 observations). These are
identical with the results of the RE model stated above (see Table 9), since STATA
proceeds this omitting automatically. In the second column (2), you can find results
after substituting zeroes by ones (all 3587 observations). Finally, in the third column
(3), the results after substituting zeroes by 0.001 are displayed (3587 observations).
As

ratio is concerned, it has decreased substantially from 86% over 70% to 59%. We

suppose that such a difference between (1) and (2) is caused by very low explanatory
value added of these extra 192 observations. Obviously, it is not a good idea to replace
zeroes by a constant too close to zero. As

, it is more difficult to find

an appropriate linear fit then.
Moreover, when we have a look at the estimates themselves, one can notice substantial
differences. In general, many coefficients across (1) to (3) have absolutely increased,
while their significance (p-value) has dropped. Language coefficient “jumped” from
0.21 to -1.66 and it is still significant on 5% level of confidence. On the other hand,
contiguity does not seem to play any important role in (3) any more (p-values 0.000,
0.086 and 0.903, respectively).
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Table 11: Zero trade flows – different attitudes comparison
Omitted

Number of obs.
Wald chi2(14)
Prob > F
R-squared overall
lambda
l_export
l_gdp_part
l_gdp_at
l_dist
reerdi
lang
cont
col
landlock
euro
gov_eff
fiscal
gov_spend
monet
educ
constant

=
=
=
=

Zeroes = 1
=
=
=
=

=

3395
833356
0.0000
0.8574
0.0000

Coeff.
.9566484
.6476221
-1.147782
-.0024624
.2049924
.6415977
.5708716
-.258001
-.1039744
.0047387
.0084249
.0087702
-.0111246
.0140502
7.49343

Zeroes = 0.001
=
=
=
=

=

3587
671578
0.0000
0.7036
.2165335

=

3587
427944
0.0000
0.5878
.1538288

p-value

Coeff.

p-value

Coeff.

p-value

0.000
0.082
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.032
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.091

1.180895
1.929032
-1.301696
-.0044414
-1.086627
.4683594
1.025936
.2970049
-.179447
.0088431
-.004361
.0189627
-.0202844
.0131393
-8.563028

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.006
0.026
0.086
0.000
0.004
0.091
0.001
0.078
0.000
0.000
0.009
0.175

1.361569
2.656648
-1.48533
-.0048912
-1.662672
.044254
1.231399
.6997487
-.3678058
.0105479
-.0112883
.0257219
-.0258018
.0127592
-17.50064

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.011
0.014
0.903
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.008
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.047
0.032

source: author's estimations

5.5 Trade Potential
Let us now shortly focus on estimating Austrian export potential and comparing this
potential to the real values. This analysis is done purely for the last year’s estimates
(2011) and on Austria’s key trade partners (as listed in Table 2). The results are reported
in Table 12.40
Eight out of top-ten Austria’s export partners appear over potential. The values of three
east European countries, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia, are especially high (251%,
160% and 192%, respectively). This abovementioned tendency of Austria to export

40

Austrian export potential was calculated on the basis of the model (5.1), which was estimated by RE
estimator under the cross-sectional data structure. For each country, its fitted value corresponding to year
2011 was obtained from the model. Consequently, its
value was relatively compared to the real
exported value (i.e. to our observation in the sample).
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more to eastern countries is very well visible here. Although such economies are not
very large (in terms of GDP), they can offer low shipping costs (small distance – even
contiguous in some cases), and growing aggregate demand. Italy and the Czech
Republic, on the contrary, do not succeed to reach their potential of import from
Austria.
Table 12: Trade potential realisation
Country

Potential

GERMANY
ITALY
SWITZERLAND
UNITED STATES
FRANCE
CZECH REPUBLIC
HUNGARY
UNITED KINGDOM
POLAND
SLOVAKIA

147%
94%
123%
178%
130%
77%
251%
118%
160%
192%

source: author's calculations
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The aim of this thesis was to analyse determinants of Austrian export of goods and
services and to estimate the Austria’s export function. This has been carried out on the
basis of the augmented gravity model pattern, whose log-log transformation was
employed. We have discussed this issue from both theoretical and empirical point of
view. First, the gravity model tool was introduced in detail. We discussed its main
advantages and drawbacks as well as theoretical derivation. We have explained that if
the panel data suffer from heteroscedasticity in error terms, the estimates of the loglinear gravity equation are biased. Unfortunately, since we detected certain
heteroscedastic features in our data, this problem might be our case.
Austria is a small open economy, whose foreign trade accounts for more than 100% of
GDP. Austrian balance of trade is traditionally in a slight deficit. One should not forget
that historic connections, similarly oriented demand, or minimal trade barriers have all
together caused an intensive orientation of Austria to German market (44% of imports
and 31% of exports in 2010). Understandably, these sizeable ratios cause a remarkable
dependence of Austria on German economic situation and demand development, which
makes Austria vulnerable to sudden changes in German economy.
In addition, Austria’s geographical distribution of exports reflects its high degree of
economic integration with other industrial countries, especially the neighbouring EU
members, i.e. Germany, Italy, France and now also the Czech Republic, Slovenia,
Hungary, and Slovakia. Export to the top-5 partner countries comprises more than a half
of the total Austrian exports. This ratio, however, is continually decreasing, which
illustrates a tendency of Austria to diversify its export activities among more partners.
The value of exports to Eastern Europe or other emerging economies (the Czech
Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Russia, and China) is growing. Such a shift in the
trade pattern is attributed to several factors. Firstly, the eastern enlargement of the EU in
May 2004 simplified the trade with the New Member States. Secondly, these partly
post-communistic “eastern” countries are catching-up to the “western” world. These
economies grow dynamically and their aggregate demand for goods and services
converges to the EU standard. Moreover, some of the abovementioned countries have a
comparative advantage in short distance and adjacency in comparison with Spain, the
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Netherlands, the UK, or France, which is indicated by high market shares of Austrian
firms especially in the neighbouring countries.
Austria focuses in general on machinery (engines, parts of the motor vehicles, etc.),
other industrial products (metal manufactures, valves and tubes, paper), as well as on
chemistry products – especially medicaments and other pharmaceutical products. We
observe a progressive specialisation in these top items. However, the pattern of product
specialisation of trade can be a source of vulnerability for the Austrian economy due to
the sensitivity to cyclical fluctuations in the neighbouring countries. In this context, an
interesting question is whether Austria’s pattern of specialisation remains advantageous
in the medium-term future.
We have also estimated the export function of Austria, employing the log-log
transformation of the gravity model in trade. As the data structure actually does matter,
we have performed the estimation twice – once as 17 cross sections and once as 211
time series. This issue is not only about which variables do we have to leave out at FE,
but the coefficients have also a different meaning.
Under the cross-sectional data structure, we have 17 years for our observations. The
fixed effect

allows here for a different intercept for each cross-section, i.e. each year.

One could thus reasonably expect that RE estimator would be the more fitting one, since
this fixed effect is most probably expected to be randomly distributed over the observed
period. This hypothesis also confirmed the Hausman test, which finds the RE consistent
and more efficient.
As the coefficients at both partner’s and domestic GDP are rather high (0.96 and 0.65),
one could conclude that GDP (magnitude of the participating economies) are important
determinants of bilateral trade. Furthermore, the relationship between distance and trade
flow is slightly more elastic than unity (-1.15). Other important determinants seem to be
common language, contiguity and common colonial history with the effect of growth in
exports by 22%, 90%, and 77%, respectively.
Real effective exchange rate has, according to our model, negative impact of -0.0025.
Such a sign was expected, since higher values of REER represent relative depreciation
of domestic currency vis-à-vis foreign currency, thus loss in purchasing power in terms
of imports. The low coefficient in absolute terms is caused by lower exported value due
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to domestic currency depreciation, since the volume of exports reacts with a certain
delay.
Under the time-series data structure, we observe 211 different countries over the given
period. The fixed effect

thus allows for different intercept for each time series, i.e. a

country. Therefore, the FE estimator makes more sense, because one could expect that
each country might have its own propensity to trade, captured by this individual effect.
Consequently, according to the Hausman test, the FE estimator was found consistent.
Both GDP variables yield again significant results – with positive impact of 0.55 and
1.46 respectively. Compared to the cross-sectional point of view, the domestic GDP
seems to play a more important role under the time-series data structure.
Adoption of common Euro currency seems to have negligible or even slightly negative
effect on the Austrian exports. This is in line with the meta-analysis of the Rose effect
on the Eurozone, performed by Havránek (2009), which found the euro’s trade
promoting effect insignificant. In addition, diversification of the Austrian exports
among more trade partners, outside the Eurozone in particular, causes that euro has even
negative impact on the foreign trade of Austria.
The loss in significance at most of the institutional variables should basically mean that
in one particular year, Austria distributes exports among its trade partners according to
their institutions quality to a certain extent (cross-sectional point of view). Since these
ratings reflect level of development, Austria is obviously looking for advanced
economies with a democratic, well-functioning system. On the other hand, if we take
just one trade partner, it does not play any important role whether its institutional
indices slowly decrease or increase in time (time-series point of view). The exports are
most probably not flexible enough to react within one year.
Besides effect estimation of individual foreign trade determinants, the gravity model is
also able to predict the trade potential with each particular partner. This has been done
for the top-ten Austria’s export partners in 2011. Eight out of ten appear over potential.
The values of three CEE countries, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia, are especially high
(251%, 160%, and 192%, respectively), whereas Italy and the Czech Republic did not
succeed to reach their potential of import from Austria in 2011.
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Figure 2: Total import and export with respect to GDP
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Table 13: EU25 share in total foreign trade of Austria
INTRA EU25
IMPORT

EXPORT

Total % share

EXTRA EU25

BALANCE

IMPORT

bil. EUR

EXPORT

Total % share

BALANCE
bil. EUR

1995

82%

76%

-7.9

18%

24%

1.4

1996

82%

76%

-9.5

18%

24%

1.4

1997

82%

75%

-7.9

18%

25%

2.6

1998

83%

77%

-7.5

17%

23%

2.7

1999

82%

75%

-8

18%

25%

3

2000

80%

74%

-8.3

20%

26%

3.2

2001

80%

74%

-8.3

20%

26%

4

2002

80%

74%

-5

20%

26%

5.4

2003

81%

74%

-7.8

19%

26%

5.6

2004

81%

72%

-10.3

19%

28%

9.1

2005

79%

69%

-10.9

21%

31%

9.1

2006

78%

70%

-9.7

22%

30%

9.3

2007

79%

70%

-9.8

21%

30%

10.2

2008

77%

69%

-11.2

23%

31%

9.1

2009

77%

69%

-11.1

23%

31%

6.7

2010
2011

77%
77%

69%
69%

-12.3
-12.4

23%
23%

31%
31%

7.4
7.3

source: Eurostat database, author's calculations
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Figure 3: Austrian export by SITC
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Figure 4: Austrian imports by SITC
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Figure 5: Exports intra versus extra EU – shares of total value by SITC
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Figure 6: Imports intra versus extra EU – shares of total value by SITC
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Figure 7: Linearity in parameters

source: author's estimation
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Table 14: Complete list of countries involved
AD

Andorra

GL

Greenland

NL

Netherlands

AE

United A. Emirates

GM

Gambia

NO

Norway

AF

Afghanistan

GN

Guinea

NP

Nepal

AG

Antigua & Barbuda

GQ

Equatorial Guinea

NR

Nauru

AI

Anguilla

GR

Greece

NU

Niue

AL

Albania

GT

Guatemala

NZ

New Zealand

AM Armenia

GW

Guinea-Bissau

OM Oman

AN

Netherlands Antilles

GY

Guyana

PA

Panama

AO

Angola

HK

Hong Kong

PE

Peru

AR

Argentina

HN

Honduras

PF

French Polynesia

AU

Australia

HR

Croatia

PG

Papua New Guinea

AW Aruba

HT

Haiti

PH

Philippines

AZ

Azerbaijan

HU

Hungary

PK

Pakistan

BA

Bosnia

CH

Switzerland

PL

Poland

BB

Barbados

ID

Indonesia

PM

Saint Pierre

BD

Bangladesh

IE

Ireland

PT

Portugal

BE

Belgium

IL

Israel

PW Palau

BF

Burkina Faso

IN

India

PY

Paraguay

BG

Bulgaria

IQ

Iraq

QA

Qatar

BH

Bahrain

IR

Iran

RO

Romania

BI

Burundi

IS

Iceland

RU

Russia

BJ

Benin

IT

Italy

RW Rwanda

BM

Bermuda

JM

Jamaica

SA

Saudi Arabia

BN

Brunei

JO

Jordan

SB

Solomon Isl.

BO

Bolivia

JP

Japan

SC

Seychelles

BR

Brazil

KE

Kenya

SD

Sudan

BS

Bahamas

KG

Kyrgyzstan

SE

Sweden

BT

Bhutan

KH

Cambodia

SG

Singapore

BW Botswana

KI

Kiribati

SH

Saint Helena

BY

Belarus

KM

Comoros

SI

Slovenia

BZ

Belize

KN

St. Kitts & Nevis

SK

Slovakia

CA

Canada

KP

North Korea

SL

Sierra Leone

CD

Congo, Dem. Rep.

KR

South Korea

SM

San Marino

CF

Central Afr. Rep.

KW

Kuwait

SN

Senegal

CG

Congo

KY

Cayman Isl.

SO

Somalia

CI

Cote d'Ivoire

KZ

Kazakhstan
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SR

Suriname

APPENDIX
CK

Cook Island

LA

Laos

ST

Sao Tome

CL

Chile

LB

Lebanon

SV

El Salvador

CM

Cameroon

LC

Saint Lucia

SY

Syria

CN

China

LI

Liechtenstein

SZ

Swaziland

CO

Colombia

LK

Sri Lanka

TC

Turks Isl.

CR

Costa Rica

LR

Liberia

TD

Chad

CU

Cuba

LS

Lesotho

TG

Togo

CV

Cape Verde

LT

Lithuania

TH

Thailand

CY

Cyprus

LU

Luxembourg

TJ

Tajikistan

CZ

Czech Republic

LV

Latvia

TK

Tokelau

DE

Germany

LY

Libya

TM

Turkmenistan

DJ

Djibouti

MA

Morocco

TN

Tunisia

DK

Denmark

MD

Moldova

TO

Tonga

DM Dominica

MG

Madagascar

TR

Turkey

DO

Dominican Rep.

MH

Marshall Isl.

TT

Trinidad & Tobago

DZ

Algeria

MK

Macedonia

TV

Tuvalu

EC

Ecuador

ML

Mali

TW Taiwan

EE

Estonia

MM Myanmar

TZ

Tanzania

EG

Egypt

MN

Mongolia

UA

Ukraine

ER

Eritrea

MO

Macao

UG

Uganda

ES

Spain

MP

Northern Mar. Isl.

US

USA

ET

Ethiopia

MR

Mauritania

UY

Uruguay

FI

Finland

MT

Malta

UZ

Uzbekistan

FJ

Fiji

MU

Mauritius

VC

Saint Vincent

FK

Falkland Isl.

MV

Maldives

VE

Venezuela

FM

Micronesia

MW Malawi

VI

Virgin Isl.

FO

Faroe Isl.

MX

Mexico

VN

Vietnam

FR

France

MY

Malaysia

VU

Vanuatu

GA

Gabon

MZ

Mozambique

WF Wallis

GB

United Kingdom

NA

Namibia

WS Samoa

GD

Grenada

NC

New Caledonia

XS

Serbia

GE

Georgia

NE

Niger

YE

Yemen

GH

Ghana

NG

Nigeria

ZA

South Africa

GI

Gibraltar

NI

Nicaragua

ZM

Zambia

ZW Zimbabwe
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